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Journal Inspired by Cara Delevingne
Felix Ever After
When one of their friends mysteriously disappears, a group of teens are forced to
confront the challenges and secrets of their lives in this edgy and suspenseful
coming-of-age tale from international supermodel, actress, and social media
darling Cara Delevingne. Among the students of Thames Comprehensive, Red, Leo,
Rose, and Naomi are misfits—outsiders who have found a safe haven in music and
their band, Mirror, Mirror. For these sixteen year olds, fitting in at school is nearly
as difficult as navigating their complicated home lives. Red has an alcoholic mother
and a father who’s never around. Leo’s brother is in prison. Rose uses sex and
alcohol to numb the pain of a brutal attack. Naomi’s punk rock princess persona
gives her the freedom to be her true self. When Naomi mysteriously vanishes and
then is found unconscious, her friends are shaken and confused. Could it have
been an accident—or did someone deliberately try to hurt Naomi? If she was in
trouble, why didn’t she turn to them? How well do they really know their
bandmate—and each other? If Naomi wakes up from her coma, will she ever be the
same? To understand what happened to Naomi, Red, Leo, and Rose must
ultimately face their own dark secrets and fears, and reconcile the difference
between what they feel inside and what they show to the world. Cara Delevingne
reveals another facet of her amazing talent with this powerful novel about identity,
sexuality, gender, emotional pain, the complicated world of social media, and the
dangerous weight of appearances that are not what they seem.

What Would Cara Delevingne Do?
From Stonewall and Lambda Award–winning author Kacen Callender comes a
revelatory YA novel about a transgender teen grappling with identity and selfdiscovery while falling in love for the first time. Felix Love has never been in
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love—and, yes, he’s painfully aware of the irony. He desperately wants to know
what it’s like and why it seems so easy for everyone but him to find someone.
What’s worse is that, even though he is proud of his identity, Felix also secretly
fears that he’s one marginalization too many—Black, queer, and transgender—to
ever get his own happily-ever-after. When an anonymous student begins sending
him transphobic messages—after publicly posting Felix’s deadname alongside
images of him before he transitioned—Felix comes up with a plan for revenge.
What he didn’t count on: his catfish scenario landing him in a quasi–love triangle.
But as he navigates his complicated feelings, Felix begins a journey of questioning
and self-discovery that helps redefine his most important relationship: how he feels
about himself. Felix Ever After is an honest and layered story about identity, falling
in love, and recognizing the love you deserve.

Really Truly
Fashion Journalism presents a comprehensive overview of how fashion journalism
operates and how to report on fashion. Encompassing skills for print and online
media, the book includes many case studies and interviews with fashion journalists
working for newspapers, magazines, broadcasting and websites, as well as with
stylists, PR executives, photographers and bloggers. The first hand explanations of
these roles and practical tips and advice are accompanied by analysis of examples
from their work. The business of fashion and fashion PR is explained for the trainee
journalist, offering practical guidance on how to report effectively on fashion – from
sources and research to writing and layout., with chapter including suggested
exercises and further reading. Covering a broad range of subject areas, from law
and ethics and using social media to fashion theory and reporting the catwalk, this
text offers everything a student or trainee needs to know to excel in fashion
journalism.

Fashion Promotion in Practice
Simplified Chinese edition of Mirror, Mirror

Collins Quiz Master: 10,000 general knowledge questions
Quizá no soy la buena persona que creía ser. Quizá al final soy un monstruo. Red,
Leo, Rose y Naomi son unos inadaptados. Red vive con su madre alcohólica y un
padre casi siempre ausente. El hermano de Leo lo está arrastrando por un camino
oscuro y violento. Rose alterna chicos y alcohol para anestesiar el dolor que siente
por su pasado. Naomi escapa de casa para encontrar la libertad que necesita.
Están solos frente al mundo, hasta que forman su propia familia con su banda
Mirror, Mirror: el único lugar en el que pueden ser ellos mismos. De pronto, Naomi
desaparece y es hallada casi muerta a orillas del Támesis. Aunque parece que
lucha por mantenerse viva, la policía cree que fue ella misma quien intentó
suicidarse. Sus amigos están destrozados: si deben cuidarse mutuamente, ¿por
qué no percibieron los signos de alarma? ¿Realmente conocen a Naomi y a sí
mismos? Una serie de pistas lleva al grupo a sospechar que nada es lo que parece.
Red, Leo y Rose deben enfrentarse a sus propios secretos y miedos. Será un viaje
que pulverizará sus vidas, y nada volverá a ser lo mismo, porque cuando un espejo
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se rompe, ya nunca puede recomponerse. El impresionante debut literario de la
actriz y modelo internacional Cara Delevingne: una poderosa novela sobre la
amistad, la propia identidad y las apariencias engañosas. Cuando la amistad y las
apariencias se pierden por una verdad.

Models of Influence
I'll Be Yours
In the 28th century, Valerian (Dane DeHaan) and Laureline (Cara Delevingne) are a
team of special operatives charged with maintaining order throughout the human
territories. Under assignment from the Minister of Defense, the two embark on a
mission to the astonishing city of Alpha—an ever-expanding metropolis where
species from all over the universe have converged over centuries to share
knowledge, intelligence and cultures with each other. There is a mystery at the
center of Alpha, a dark force which threatens the peaceful existence of the City of
a Thousand Planets, and Valerian and Laureline must race to identify the
marauding menace and safeguard not just Alpha, but the future of the universe.

I Would Leave Me If I Could.
Cara Delevingne Premium Quality 18 Months "On-the-Go" Academic Productivity
Schedule Planner This premium quality planner will make you the envy of your
friends! Check out our other amazing planners for yourself and friends! LimitedTime Discount Satisfaction Guaranteed

All the Things We Do in the Dark
Sadie meets Girl in Pieces in this dark, emotional thriller by acclaimed author
Saundra Mitchell. Something happened to Ava. The curving scar on her face is
proof. Ava would rather keep that something hidden—buried deep in her heart and
her soul. But in the woods on the outskirts of town, the traces of someone else’s
secrets lie frozen, awaiting Ava’s discovery—and what Ava finds threatens to
topple the carefully constructed wall of normalcy that she’s spent years building
around her. Secrets leave scars. But when the secret in question is not your
own—do you ignore the truth and walk away? Or do you uncover it from its shallow
grave and let it reopen old wounds—wounds that have finally begun to heal?

Affective Justice
This 120-page journal features: 120 wide-ruled lined pages 6" x 9" size - big
enough for your writing and small enough to take with you smooth 55# white-color
paper, perfect for ink, gel pens, pencils or colored pencils a cover page where you
can enter your name and other information a matte-finish cover for an elegant,
professional look and feel This journal can be used for writing poetry, jotting down
your brilliant ideas, recording your accomplishments, and more. Use it as a diary or
gratitude journal, a travel journal or to record your food intake or progress toward
your fitness goals. The simple lined pages allow you to use it however you wish.
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Journals to Write In offers a wide variety of journals, so keep one by your bedside
as a dream journal, one in your car to record mileage and expenses, one by your
computer for login names and passwords, and one in your purse or backpack to jot
down random thoughts and inspirations throughout the day. Paper journals never
need to be charged and no batteries are required! You only need your thoughts
and dreams and something to write with. These journals also make wonderful gifts,
so put a smile on someone's face today!

Mirror, Mirror
Colour in Britain's favourite supermodel in this colouring-book devoted entirely to
Kate. Kate in socks, sunglasses, shorts - and of course, Kate in love. Colouring is
addictive fun - whether you do it yourself or give the book as a present.

Mistress of Mayfair
4 inside patterns: Dot-Grid, Graph, Lined, Blank No Lined with 30 pages per each,
total 120 Pages - Perfect size at 5.5"x 8.5" -Perfect Size for notebook, to-do list,
and summarized what you have realized each day. Easy writing and smooth paper
is perfected for pen and pencil noted. - Good choice for personal used and great
gift for all (men, women, teens, girls, and kids).Get your journal today! Motivational
adults Journal blank pages Journal Book Journal Book For Kids Journal Book For
Women Journal Books Notebook Journal Boys Journal For Teens Journal For Writing
Journal Lined Pages

2015 Movie Guide
Pip is a hopeless romantic living in a small town with his cobbler father and
stepmother. His stepmother's greatest wish is to move to court, but his father
insists they find Pip a husband first. Not willing to wait any longer, his evil
stepmother spreads a rumor that Pip can turn pebbles into jewels, and make those
precious gems into slippers. When the Aelfin king hears of this, he has Pip captured
and thrown in the dungeon. Pip has one night to make the king a pair of gemstone
slippers, or his life is forfeit. Luckily for Pip, who has never worked with a single
gemstone much less an entire slipper's worth, the king's son has magical powers
that can make bejeweled slippers—and he wants revenge on the king for casting
him out. The two strike a bargain, but one pair of jeweled slippers leads to more
and more demands, and Pip swiftly runs out of things to trade, until all that
remains is his heart

Paper Towns
Some of the usual obstacles to modern teachings of marketing are ethnocentricity,
the limitation of creative thought by conformity to existing theories, lack of
questioning of ethics, and a disconnection from historic events or sociological
discourse. This book, in contrast, draws together interdisciplinary approaches from
marketing, branding, promotion and critical media studies as tools for
understanding the way in which fashion works today, and re-evaluates what makes
certain fashion marketing tactics fashionable. Offering a combination of theory and
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practice, Fashion Marketing and Communication is full of international case
studies, practice-based examples and interviews with scholars and practitioners in
the fashion and communications industry. Covering subjects including the history
of consumerism, fashion marketing, the creative direction of the fashion brand and
the use of bloggers and celebrities as marketing tools, this book delineates the
opportunities and challenges facing the future of fashion media in the twenty-first
century. Examining the last 100 years of marketing and communications, current
theory and practice, as well as questions on the ethics of the fashion industry, this
broad-ranging and critical text is perfect for undergraduate and postgraduate
students of fashion marketing, branding and communication.

Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets: The Official Movie
Novelization
'Inspirational' Cara Delevingne Whether you live in a house or flat, in a rural or
urban environment, this beautiful book shows how to harness the natural world
around us and feel more grounded and rooted in our surroundings. The Wild
Journal is a beautifully illustrated guide from leading florist and nature writer
Willow Crossley. Guiding you through creative practical projects and therapeutic
seasonal reflections, The Wild Journal celebrates the potential of nature to mend,
heal and transform our mood. The simple, back-to-basics habits and small seasonal
changes in the book can help everyone to counteract the unpredictability and
chaos of everyday life. Wherever you live, there are simple mindful actions – from
listening to birdsong instead of rushing on your commute, to collecting natural
treasures such as feathers, branches, pebbles or pine cones. Willow shares her
creative techniques for bringing nature into your daily routine – whether it's
planting and potting, identifying wild flowers, trying your hand at beautifully simple
flower arrangements or making your own essential oils and candles. There is space
to record reflections and your favourite seasonal activities, as well as ideas for stargazing, bird-watching, and so much more. Willow Crossley's creative approach is
informed by an artistic eye and a life spent immersed in nature. From growing up
in Wales where days were spent exploring outdoors and flowers adorned every
surface, to living in France surrounded by fields of sunflowers, iris and fragrant
lavender, nature has always been an intrinsic part of her everyday life.

The Teen Vogue Handbook
ELEGANT SIMPLE DESIGN - Whether on your desk at home or in your bag on the go
our professionally designed 6 by 9-inch notebooks are the perfect size for
journaling, drawing or notetaking. Perfect for people who want to create to do lists,
set goals, habit tracking, plan things, be organized, doodle, write a journal and be
creative in any possible way. The notebook is made with flexible matte laminated
softback cover, which helps repel liquids. If you would like to see a sample of the
notebook, click on the "Look Inside" feature. Product Details: Size: 6x9 inches
Pages: 110 Pages (55 Sheets) Paper: White Lined Paper Cover: Matte Grab your
copy today!

Keep Calm and Follow Cara Delevingne 2018-2019 Supreme
Planner
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The instant New York Times bestseller. "An instant classic of investigative
journalism‘All the President’s Men’ for the Me Too era." — Carlos Lozada, The
Washington Post From the Pulitzer Prize-winning reporters who broke the news of
Harvey Weinstein's sexual harassment and abuse for the New York Times, Jodi
Kantor and Megan Twohey, the thrilling untold story of their investigation and its
consequences for the #MeToo movement For many years, reporters had tried to
get to the truth about Harvey Weinstein’s treatment of women. Rumors of
wrongdoing had long circulated. But in 2017, when Jodi Kantor and Megan Twohey
began their investigation into the prominent Hollywood producer for the New York
Times, his name was still synonymous with power. During months of confidential
interviews with top actresses, former Weinstein employees, and other sources,
many disturbing and long-buried allegations were unearthed, and a web of onerous
secret payouts and nondisclosure agreements was revealed. These shadowy
settlements had long been used to hide sexual harassment and abuse, but with a
breakthrough reporting technique Kantor and Twohey helped to expose it. But
Weinstein had evaded scrutiny in the past, and he was not going down without a
fight; he employed a team of high-profile lawyers, private investigators, and other
allies to thwart the investigation. When Kantor and Twohey were finally able to
convince some sources to go on the record, a dramatic final showdown between
Weinstein and the New York Times was set in motion. Nothing could have prepared
Kantor and Twohey for what followed the publication of their initial Weinstein story
on October 5, 2017. Within days, a veritable Pandora’s box of sexual harassment
and abuse was opened. Women all over the world came forward with their own
traumatic stories. Over the next twelve months, hundreds of men from every walk
of life and industry were outed following allegations of wrongdoing. But did too
much change—or not enough? Those questions hung in the air months later as
Brett Kavanaugh was nominated to the Supreme Court, and Christine Blasey Ford
came forward to testify that he had assaulted her decades earlier. Kantor and
Twohey, who had unique access to Ford and her team, bring to light the odyssey
that led her to come forward, the overwhelming forces that came to bear on her,
and what happened after she shared her allegation with the world. In the tradition
of great investigative journalism, She Said tells a thrilling story about the power of
truth, with shocking new information from hidden sources. Kantor and Twohey
describe not only the consequences of their reporting for the #MeToo movement,
but the inspiring and affecting journeys of the women who spoke up—for the sake
of other women, for future generations, and for themselves.

Dear Thing
After years of watching her best friends Ben and Claire try for a baby, Romily has
offered to give them the one thing that they want most. Romily expects it will be
easy to be a surrogate. She's already a single mother, and she has no desire for
any more children. But Romily isn't prepared for the overwhelming feelings that
have taken hold of her and which threaten to ruin her friendship with Ben and
Claire-and even destroy their marriage. Now there are three friends, two mothers
and only one baby, and an impossible decision to make Thought-provoking, heartrending but ultimately uplifting, Julie Cohen's Dear Thing is a book you won't be
able to put down, until you pass it on to your best friends.
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Fashion Marketing and Communication
The Pumpkin Falls Private Eyes grapple with pirates and mermaids in the third cozy
mystery of the Edgar Award–nominated middle grade series from the author of the
beloved Mother-Daughter Book Club books. Truly Lovejoy is excited for the perfect
summer in Pumpkin Falls, New Hampshire: swim practice outside, working at the
bookstore, one-on-one time with her mom, and best of all, time with the dreamy RJ
Calhoun who may just like Truly back. But the idyllic falls apart when she’s sent off
to mermaid academy—sparkly tail and all. Luckily, a mystery is never too far
behind the Pumpkin Falls Private Eyes, and synchronized swimming turns into a
hunt for a sunken ship and an investigation of the founding of Pumpkin
Falls…which may have involved more pirates than originally thought. And as the
Pumpkin Falls Private Eyes get closer to the heart of the mystery and Truly gets
closer to her mermaid debut, she may just learn to come out of her shell.

Sorry I Wasn't Listening, I Was Thinking about Cara Delevingne
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Grammy Award–nominated, platinum-selling
musician Halsey is heralded as one of the most compelling voices of her
generation. In I Would Leave Me If I Could, she reveals never-before-seen poetry of
longing, love, and the nuances of bipolar disorder. In this debut collection, Halsey
bares her soul. Bringing the same artistry found in her lyrics, Halsey’s poems delve
into the highs and lows of doomed relationships, family ties, sexuality, and mental
illness. More hand grenades than confessions, these autobiographical poems
explore and dismantle conventional notions of what it means to be a feminist in
search of power. Masterful as it is raw, passionate, and profound, I Would Leave Me
If I Could signals the arrival of an essential voice. Book cover painting, American
Woman, by the author.

Sketch Book
The unruled blank college, office and school sketchbook and drawing book of "Cara
Delevingne" cover.

Empire and Ireland
500 quizzes to test your general knowledge to the limit with 10,000 questions
arranged in easy, medium and difficult categories. All quizzes and answers are
hyperlinked for ease of use. You can choose to hide the answers or view them
alongside each quiz; test yourself or be the quiz master!

I Love Cara Delevingne
New York Times Bestseller Nigel Barker—fashion authority, photographer, and host
of Oxygen's The Face—presents 50 of the most influential models from the 1940s
to today through a wealth of full-color photographs from the world's most
renowned fashion photographers and an anecdotal text that reveals each woman's
indelible place in the pantheons of fashion and popular culture. Interweaving 200
gorgeous photographs and informative and entertaining anecdotes, Models of
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Influence profiles 50 women who have made an unforgettable impression on
fashion, the modeling industry, and our notions of beauty. Eight chronological
chapters, each of which spotlight an era, feature the stories and images of women
who made their mark. These include Lisa Fonssagrives-Penn, Dovima, and Dorian
Leigh, who reigned during modeling's golden age in the 1950s; Twiggy, Veruschka,
and Jean Shrimpton, who embodied the free spirit of the 1960s; and Lauren Hutton,
Iman, and Janice Dickinson, models who revolutionized the notion of beauty in the
1970s. Barker profiles those who've become the million-dollar faces of their time,
such as Christie Brinkley and Elle Macpherson; revisits the age of the supermodel,
when Christy Turlington, Linda Evangelista, and Naomi Campbell rose to global
stardom; and spotlights eternal chameleons Kate Moss, Stella Tennant, and Amber
Valletta, among others. Also included are models who brought us into the twentyfirst century, and those who are leading the way into the future, from Gisele
Bündchen, Daria Werbowy, Liya Kebede, and Coco Rocha to Cara Delevingne,
Karlie Kloss, Lara Stone, Joan Smalls, and Kate Upton. Nigel Barker showcases each
model's incandescent style—that special something that sets her apart, whether
it's her unique physicality, a daring approach to image-making, or a particular
energy that reflects the zeitgeist. Here, too, are models who broke the mold in
their respective eras and turned the standard notion of beauty on its head.
Stunning in its breadth and beauty, comprising some of the finest fashion images
over the last 70 years, Models of Influence is a celebration of fashion and a group
of unforgettable women who have helped shape and change modern culture.

Mirror, Mirror
She's the coach's brilliant daughter, clueless about love. He's the dethroned
football star, ready to teach Romance 101. When dark secrets and sparks collide,
there's no playbook for what happens next. The day Andrew Levin arrives at
Washington High, Harper O'Malley knows he'll make the perfect starter boyfriend.
The school's newest band geek is totally in Harper's league, yet completely out of
this late-bloomer's reach. Between fitting in with a new family, scoring the first
chair in band, and rescuing dogs for the local animal shelter, Harper's never had
the opportunity to hone her dating skills. But even though Harper's love life is far
from perfect, she's got the perfect plan.Harper knows she's insane to agree to
tutor Ridley Estes, a notorious heartbreaker and the star of her high school's
football team-but in exchange, he's offered to school her in the game of love. Just
when she sees promise with her crush, a football scandal rocks her family, her
town, and Ridley's entire future. Harper suddenly has everything to lose-her family,
friends, and even her heart. When the dust of the scandal settles, nothing will be
the same. Including the girl who asked the most popular jock to teach her about
love."I'll Be Yours is a perfect YA literary concoction of angst, attraction,
heartbreak, romance, authenticity, and humor. Captivating and real, I'll Be Yours is
both swoon-worthy and heartrending, begging for a re-read as soon as the last
page ends." Rel Mollet, RelzReviewz.com"Jones's sassy style is merely one of this
romance novelist's many endearing talents." Publisher's Weekly"Jenny B. Jones is
my go-to author for a hysterical beach read!" Best-selling author Kristin
Billerbeck"Funny, insightful, sheer joy--that's what you always get with a Jenny
Jones story." --Award-winning author Sibella Giorello

Notebook Cara Delevingne
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A young reader introduces a boy to the many imaginative worlds that books bring
to life.

I Love Cara Delevingne More Than Chocolate (Or About The
Same, Which Is A Lot!)
What Would Cara Delevingne Do?: Black and Gold Cara Delevingne Notebook
Looking for the perfect personalized gift?! This awesome notebook is the best
choice - whether for you or a friend. Crafted by the team at Perfect Papers, this
personalized Cara Delevingne notebook will serve you well! Notebook Features:
6"x9" dimensions - the perfect size to fit in a handbag, a backpack, or to have
sitting on a desk 120 lined white pages Printed on high-quality paper Stylish matte
finish with Cara Delevingnecover Perfect for use as a journal, notebook or diary to
write in Personalized notebooks and journals are a thoughtful gift for any occasion,
particularly as a personalized birthday gift Scroll up and buy this awesome
notebook today, and receive fast shipping with Amazon so that you can receive it
as soon as possible!

Supermodels 2017 Top Model Calendar
Since its inception in 2001, the International Criminal Court (ICC) has been met
with resistance by various African states and their leaders, who see the court as a
new iteration of colonial violence and control. In Affective Justice Kamari Maxine
Clarke explores the African Union's pushback against the ICC in order to theorize
affect's role in shaping forms of justice in the contemporary period. Drawing on
fieldwork in The Hague, the African Union in Addis Ababa, sites of postelection
violence in Kenya, and Boko Haram's circuits in Northern Nigeria, Clarke formulates
the concept of affective justice—an emotional response to competing
interpretations of justice—to trace how affect becomes manifest in judicial
practices. By detailing the effects of the ICC’s all-African indictments, she outlines
how affective responses to these call into question the "objectivity" of the ICC’s
mission to protect those victimized by violence and prosecute perpetrators of
those crimes. In analyzing the effects of such cases, Clarke provides a fuller
theorization of how people articulate what justice is and the mechanisms through
which they do so.

Notebook
Hailed as the new Kate Moss, Cara Delevingne has fast become one of the most
influential supermodels on the planet. Known for her irreverent style and kooky
sense of humour, it is her wild side that makes her a constant source of fascination
the world over.In this, the first unauthorised biography of the British beauty, Abi
Smith reveals Cara's life behind the lens, exploring her potential in the acting and
music spheres, and just how she manages to be both weird and wonderful.

A Child of Books
Be inspired by Cara Delevingne to come up with new ideas, sketch a picture,
journal your life and just plain be creative. It can also be used as a diary or a
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planner.

She Said
The plot could have been inspired by Evelyn Waugh’s Vile Bodies, but unlike
Waugh's novel – which parodies the era of the ‘Bright Young Things’ – The Mistress
of Mayfair is a real-life story of scandal, greed, corruption and promiscuity at the
heart of 1920s and ’30s high society, focusing on the wily, willful socialite Doris
Delevingne and her doomed relationship with the gossip columnist Valentine
Browne, Viscount Castlerosse. Marrying each other in pursuit of the finer things in
life, their unlikely union was tempestuous from the off, rocked by affairs (with a
whole host of society figures, including Cecil Beaton, Diana Mitford and Winston
Churchill, amongst others) on both sides, and degenerated into one of London’s
bitterest, and most talked about, divorce battles. In this compelling new book,
Lyndsy Spence follows the rise and fall of their relationship, exploring their
decadent society lives in revelatory detail and offering new insight into some of the
mid twentieth century’s most prominent figures.

Colour Me Good: Kate Moss
Amy Astley, former Teen Vogue Editor-in-Chief, says: “The Teen Vogue Handbook
is a dream book, a truly creative book filled with tips on the stylish life from the top
people in the industry.” The key to this book is the mix of beautiful pictures, career
advice and profiles of everyone and every aspect of the fashion industry. There are
hugely famous people interviewed (Marc Jacobs, Bruce Weber, Patrick
DeMarchelier) alongside assistants and others who are just getting started. The
book includes 6 sections: Designers, Editors, Stylists, Beauty, Photographers and
Models. And in every section, the people in the profile share simple tips on how to
live the Teen Vogue lifestyle, now.

Bang Bang
The celebrity tattoo artist takes fans on a tour through his life and art, combining
captivating vignettes and stories with more than one hundred color photos. Justin
Bieber, Katy Perry, Rita Ora, Cara Delevingne, Rihanna, and many more of the
hottest celebrities in the world have been seen on the red carpet, on concert
stages, and in magazine spreads wearing stunning ink created by Keith “Bang
Bang” McCurdy, the most in-demand tattoo artist in the entertainment world. Bang
Bang’s work has taken him across the country and around the globe, to any and
every locale a celebrity client may request. From Rihanna’s controversial gun
tattoos, to inking Justin Bieber at 40,000 feet—a record—each of Bang Bang’s
tattoos comes with its own epic story. Now, this creative genius invites readers
along on his adventures, sharing amazing tales from his life and career. Named for
the duel guns tattooed on his neck, Bang Bang began his career in his mom’s tiny
Delaware kitchen. Self-taught, he practiced with a kit from an art store before
eventually moving to New York. Over the past decade, Bang Bang’s talent and
vision propelled his rise into the spotlight, and today, his fresh, accessible
aesthetic draws men and women, tattoo vets and novices alike eager to
experience his ultra-fluid and realistic designs created with the finest needles and
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inks. Bang Bang’s visual style transcends the clichés of the tattoo world; he creates
a truly different form of art. Filled with engaging personal stories and striking
photographs that bring his bold, vibrant designs into detail, Bang Bang is a musthave for Bang Bang fans and tattoo lovers everywhere.

Fashion Journalism
Focus On: 100 Most Popular 21St-century English Actresses
I Love Cara Delevingne More Than Chocolate: An Awesome Cara Delevingne
Notebook For Fans Of Cara Delevingne! Looking for the perfect personalized gift?!
This awesome notebook is the best choice - whether for you or a friend. Crafted by
the team at Gorgeous Gift Books, this personalized Cara Delevingne notebook will
serve you well! Notebook Features: 6"x9" dimensions - the perfect size to fit in a
handbag, a backpack, or to have sitting on a desk 120 lined white pages Printed on
high-quality paper Stylish matte finish with I Love Cara Delevingne More Than
Chocolate cover Perfect for use as a journal, notebook or diary to write in
Personalized notebooks and journals are a thoughtful gift for any occasion,
particularly as a personalized birthday gift Scroll up and buy this awesome
notebook today, and receive fast shipping with Amazon so that you can receive it
as soon as possible!

Cara Delevingne -The Most Beautiful Girl in the World
Friend. Lover. Victim. Traitor.When you look in the mirror, what do you see?Sixteenyear-old friends Red, Leo, Rose, and Naomi are misfits; still figuring out who they
are and who they want to be. Life isn't perfect, but music brings them together,
and they are excited about what the future holds for their band, Mirror, Mirror. That
is until Naomi vanishes before being pulled unconscious out of the river.She's left
fighting for her life in a coma. The police claim it was a failed suicide attempt, but
her friends aren't convinced. Will Naomi ever wake up? What - or perhaps who - led
her to that hospital bed? And how did Red, the self-styled protector of the group,
fail to spot the warning signs?While Rose turns to wild partying and Leo is
shrouded by black moods, Red sets out to uncover the truth. It's a journey that will
cause Red's world to crack, exposing the group's darkest secrets. Nothing will ever
be the same again, because once a mirror is shattered, it can't be fixed.Cara
Delevingne, the voice of her generation, explores identity, sexuality, friendship and
betrayal in this gripping and powerful coming-of-age story. For fans of WE WERE
LIARS, THIRTEEN REASONS WHY and THE GIRLS.

The Wild Journal
In Empire and Ireland, Roy MacLaren recounts the life and political career of Hamar
Greenwood, a young man from rural Canada who reached the imperial pinnacle of
the British cabinet. Greenwood’s arduous route was first beset by conservative
opposition to his liberal convictions and later by hostility towards his role as chief
secretary for Ireland under British prime minister Lloyd George during the
tumultuous years of 1920 to 1922. A long-time advocate of Home Rule for Ireland,
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Greenwood endeavoured to provide Ireland with the same Dominion status as
Canada. Dominion Home Rule, however, was not enough for Irish Republicans, who
blamed him for the “Black and Tan” reprisals carried out by the British, and too
much for Conservative Unionists, who believed he was insufficiently hard line.
Eventually abandoning the divided Liberals for the Conservatives, he entered the
House of Lords as Viscount Greenwood. By then Britain could no longer sustain an
empire which, in his eyes, had been a cradle for justice, liberty, and development.
The first biography of Hamar Greenwood, MacLaren’s thought-provoking work also
illuminates the meaning of liberal imperialism, a significant factor in political
thinking and policy formation throughout the global empire in Greenwood’s time,
which still has resonance today.

Mirror, Mirror
I Love Cara Delevingne: Cara Delevingne Designer Notebook Looking for the
perfect personalized gift?! This awesome notebook is the best choice - whether for
you or a friend. Crafted by the team at Perfect Papers, this personalized Cara
Delevingne notebook will serve you well! Notebook Features: 6"x9" dimensions the perfect size to fit in a handbag, a backpack, or to have sitting on a desk 120
lined white pages Printed on high-quality paper Stylish matte finish with Cara
Delevingne cover Perfect for use as a journal, notebook or diary to write in
Personalized notebooks and journals are a thoughtful gift for any occasion,
particularly as a personalized birthday gift Scroll up and buy this awesome
notebook today, and receive fast shipping with Amazon so that you can receive it
as soon as possible!

Glamour
Fashion lives and dies by stories. Aiming to 'tell the stories of fashion', Fashion
Promotion in Practice both instructs and inspires through an entertaining look at
contemporary promotional practice within the fashion industry, showing you how
you can apply this to your own future brands and campaigns. Offering crucial
insights into the how and why of promotional practice, Fashion Promotion in
Practice explores the key issues and main areas of fashion promotion, including
fashion film, the democratization of the catwalk, strategic brand collaborations,
fashion magazines, celebrity endorsement, curating the fashion space, advertising,
public relations, and campaign planning and evaluation. Each chapter also
explores the key technologies, events and activities, which have shaped each
practice. Beautifully illustrated, this go-to guide for fashion promotion contains
exercises, case studies and interviews with major industry professionals, including
Oliviero Toscani, Adam Drawas, Rebecca Grant, Kathryn Ferguson, Georgia
Hardinge and Josie Roscopp, Diane Pernet, Andrea Leonardi and Katie Baron,
making it a must-read for all those involved in the fashion industry.

Mirror, Mirror
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper
town. From the bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has
always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff
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of legend at their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and
summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But
the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q
soon learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But
as he gets deeper into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip
across America - he becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for.
Masterfully written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious
coming-of-age story.
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